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GENERAL INFORMATION
CONCERNING THE FUND

Short definition of the objectives and of
the investment policy of the Fund
The objective of the Fund is to increase over time
the value of the assets invested by the investors.
This objective is pursued - according to criteria of
diligence and by comparison with the evolution of
the financial markets - through the investment of
the assets of each Sub-Fund in transferable securities issued or dealt in on the reference market or
in other authorized liquid financial assets.
The Fund is sub-divided into Sub-Funds, each
having its own assets and its own liabilities and to
which each time a specific investment policy corresponds such as described hereafter in “Information Relating to the Different Sub-Funds of the Fund.”
The Fund is authorized to use derivative instruments not only for the purposes of risk hedging
and efficient management but also for investment
purposes.
The UCITS with Multiple Sub-Funds FIDEURAM
FUND having a European passport, the investment
policy is governed by Part I of the law of
December 20, 2002, concerning the undertakings
for collective investment.

Risk profile
The investment policy of a particular Sub-Fund
may cause specific risks.The use of techniques and
derivative instruments may cause greater risks
than those related to an investment in transferable
securities. The risk related to the operativity on
financial derivative instruments, in certain SubFunds, consists of a leverage effect namely a possible risk taking higher than that contracted on the
position of the underlying. Consequently, a fluctuation of the quotation of this latter, even contained,
involves a fluctuation generally higher of the value
of the derivative instrument, thus amplifying the
potential gains/losses on the managed portfolio.
Moreover, for certain Sub-Funds, the investment in
emerging markets implies a higher risk than the
one usually associated to the investments in transferable securities in developed countries. To these
risk components, one should add, for investments
expressed in currencies other than EURO, those

from fluctuations of exchange rates, as well as possible restrictions to the convertibility of currencies
in which they are expressed.
For a detailed description of risks mentioned
in this simplified prospectus, please refer to
the full prospectus dated January 2010, as well
as to the latest annual and/or semi-annual reports of the Fund.

Taxation of the Fund and of Holders of Units
The Fund is subject to a subscription tax of 0.05 %
per year for the Sub-Funds Nos. 2 to 17 included,
Nos. 42 to 50 included, and Nos. 56 to 60 included,
and a subscription tax of 0.01% per year for the
Sub-Funds No. 1, Nos. 18 to 41 included, Nos. 51
to 55 included and Nos. 61 to 63, payable quarterly and calculated on the basis of the net assets of
the concerned Sub-Funds at the last day of each
quarter. The Fund is also subject to, in the countries where it is authorized to place its units, the
tax regime applicable to mutual investment funds;
the Fund receives the benefits deriving from securities in its portfolio, net of any possible taxation at
source in the various countries.
Investors, who are not residents of the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg, are not subject to any
Luxembourg tax. However, any individual residing
in another Member State of the European Union
or its territories associated therewith who
addresses a Luxembourg paying agent is subject to
the following provisions:
on June 3, 2003, the Council of the European
Union adopted directive 2003/48/EC (the “Savings
Directive”), which has been implemented in the
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg with effect on July 1,
2005. Under the Savings Directive, the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg applies a withholding system on the payments of interests and of other
similar income.The withholding rate is of 15% until
June 30, 2008. After this initial period, the rate will
be increased to 20% for a three-years period. The
final rate will be 35%.
The Savings Directive may potentially have an
impact on the tax treatment of the distributions
made, and/or on the capital gains on the redemp-
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tions made, for some of the Sub-Funds at the level
of taxation of the investors, depending on the percentage of assets of these Sub-Funds invested in
debt instruments. It is however recommended to
inform oneself regarding the applicable tax system
in his country.

Frequency and place/modalities of publication or communication of prices
The net asset value per unit of co-ownership of
each class and each Sub-Fund shall be expressed in
the currency of the Sub-Fund and determined by
the Management Company on each bank business
day in Luxembourg by dividing the total net assets
of each class of units of each Sub-Fund by the number of outstanding units in the said class of units in
the said Sub-Fund.
The Management Company shall ensure scrupulously that the daily net asset value of units of each
class of units of each Sub-Fund of the Fund is
published every business day in the Wort as well as
in one or more newspapers distributed in the
countries where the units of the Fund are commercialized and, when necessary, in the Mémorial.

Issue, redemption and switch
In the Sub-Funds FIDEURAM FUND - EQUITY USA,
FIDEURAM FUND - EQUITY JAPAN and FIDEURAM FUND - EQUITY PACIFIC EX JAPAN it is
expected to issue two classes of units: class A units
(units not covered against the risk related to the
fluctuations of exchange rates) and class H units
(units with coverage of the risk related to the fluctuations of exchange rates).
All units of the Sub-Funds FIDEURAM FUND EQUITY USA, FIDEURAM FUND - EQUITY JAPAN
and FIDEURAM FUND - EQUITY PACIFIC EX
JAPAN are, at the date of the introduction of the
two classes of units, class A units. Class A units as
well as class H units can be acquired by all investors.
One can subscribe in the Fund through one type of
contract, the UNI contract.To subscribe in the Fund,
one has to address to the Management Company at
its registered office in Luxembourg or to FIDEURAM BANK (LUXEMBOURG) S.A. and to complete the subscription form.
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The subscription price per unit of a Sub-Fund is
determined by the Management Company on the
basis of the net asset value calculated on the day of
settlement of the corresponding amounts, as defined
in Article 11 of the management regulations.
Subscription forms received by the Management
Company or by FIDEURAM BANK (LUXEMBOURG) S.A. after 2:00 p.m. are considered as received on the following bank business day.The fee system is described in the section “Charges and
expenses borne by the unitholders”.
Each unitholder of the Fund may, at any time, request
the Management Company to redeem all or part of
units held and obtain payment of the countervalue
equal to the net asset value calculated pursuant to
the provisions of Article 12 of the management regulations on the first bank business day following the
receipt of the redemption request. The redemption
requests have to be sent to the Management
Company or to FIDEURAM BANK (LUXEMBOURG) S.A.. Redemption request received by the
Management Company or FIDEURAM BANK
(LUXEMBOURG) S.A. after 2 p.m. are considered as
received on the following bank business day. There
are no redemption fees.The Custodian transmits the
amount of the redemption to the unitholder within
7 business days following the determination of the
applicable net asset value.The Custodian forwards to
the unitholders the countervalue of the redemption
via a cheque drawn in the name of the unitholder
and sent to the domicile, that he has elected, or by
wire order on a current account for the benefit of
the unitholder, or by means of "switch" modalities
such as described in more details in the full prospectus.
Each unitholder may request to switch all or part of
his units held in a Sub-Fund into units of another
Sub-Fund, subject to fulfilling the possible conditions
required at the level of certain Sub-Funds relating to
the quality of institutional investor. The switch
request must be realized following the conditions
and modalities described in Article 16 of the management regulations.The switch requests are carried
out by applying to the units to be liquidated as well
as to those to be subscribed the net asset value per

unit calculated on the second bank business day following the receipt of the switch request of the unit
by the Management Company or by FIDEURAM
BANK (LUXEMBOURG) S.A. The switch request
received by the Management Company or by FIDEURAM BANK LUXEMBOURG) S.A. after 5:30 p.m. is
considered as received on the following business day.
The investor may, at any time, switch his units of one
determined class of units into units of another class
within the same or another Sub-Fund.The fees system is described in the section “Charges and
expenses borne by the unitholders”.
Each unitholder may subscribe, redeem or switch via
the recourse of having FIDEURAM BANK (LUXEMBOURG) S.A. acting as a nominee under the conditions as described in Article 7 of the management
regulations.

Minimal investment amount
The UNI contracts provide for unique payments
with a minimal initial payment of 2,000.- EURO
with the possibility to increase such amount in
FIDEURAM FUND - AURORA to 10,000,000.- EURO;
each possible additional payment must be at least
equal to 100.- EURO.

Charges and expenses borne by the unitholders
The fee system is fixed as follows:
A) For a subscription, the Management Company
has the right to recoup for each Sub-Fund, on the
amount of any payment, including the payments
carried out by way of "switch" coming from funds
distributed by BANCA FIDEURAM S.p.A., a subscription fee deducted from the gross payment of
the unitholder, calculated by applying to the payment made a maximum rate of 3.80% corresponding to 3.95% of the Net Asset Value.
B) At the time of a switch of units of the Funds, the
Management Company has the right to recoup a
fee of maximum 2% of the Net Asset Value of the
units to be switched.
C) In both cases, the Management Company has
the right to retain: (i) administrative expenses rela-

ting to the subscription, repurchase and switch
confirmations; (ii) possible tax expenses related to
those confirmations.
D) The charges and expenses of paragraphs A) and
B) do not apply to the Sub-Funds Nos. 18 to 41
included, neither to the Sub-Funds Nos. 51 to 55
included, nor to the Sub-Funds Nos. 61 to 63.

Charges and expenses borne by the Fund
The expenses borne by each Sub-Fund of the Fund
are:
a) the management fee of the Management Company;
b) the fee of 0.135% per year, payable to the Management Company for the activity of Central Administration for the Sub-Funds Nos. 1 to 17 included,
Nos. 42 to 50 included and Nos. 56 to 60 included,
calculated on the basis of the last net asset value of
each Sub-Fund for each month, and payable monthly
and paid at the beginning of the following month;
c) the fee of 0.045% (of 0.060% per year for the
Sub-Fund No. 12) per year (excluding VAT), payable
to the Custodian for the Sub-Funds Nos. 1 to 11
and Nos. 13 to 17 included and Nos. 42 to 50
included and Nos. 56 to 60 included, for the safekeeping of the assets of these Sub-Funds, calculated on the basis of the last net asset value of these
Sub-Funds for each month, payable monthly and
paid at the beginning of the following month;
d) a subscription tax of 0.05% (for the Sub-Funds
Nos. 2 to 17 included, Nos. 42 to 50 included and
Nos. 56 to 60 included) or of 0.01% (for the SubFunds No. 1, Nos. 18 to 41 included, Nos. 51 to 55
included and Nos. 61 to No. 63).
Moreover, each Sub-Fund shall bear the following
charges and expenses:
a) all taxes payable on the assets and income of
the Fund;
b) standard brokerage and bank fees originating
from the Fund's transaction; customary custody
rights;
c) publication fees relating to the press releases;
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d) printing fees of the prospectus and fees for the
publication and distribution of periodic information on the Fund;
e) other operating expenses, including administrative expenses, legal and audit expenses.
All periodic expenses shall be directly charged on
the assets of the Fund. The non periodic expenses
may be amortized over a period of 5 years. All
expenses, which are directly and exclusively attributable to a specific Sub-Fund of the Fund, will be
charged to that Sub-Fund. In case where it cannot
be established what expenses are directly and
exclusively attributable to a specific Sub-Fund, they
shall be charged proportionally to each Sub-Fund.
The formation costs of the Sub-Funds shall be
borne by the Management Company.
The necessary sums to cover the expenses aforementionned above shall be paid by the Management Company by way of withdrawal from the
account of the Fund.

Distribution policy
The Fund is a capitalization fund; as a result, all
incomes of each Sub-Fund shall be reinvested in
the Sub-Fund itself.

Additional Information
A copy of the management regulations, the articles
of incorporation of the Management Company and
the periodic financial reports may be obtained free
of charge at the registered office of the Management Company as well as at the sales agents in
the countries where the Fund is distributed.
Legal Form:
Mutual Investment Fund
Duration of the Fund:
unlimited
Date of setting up of the Fund:
March 30, 1999
Promotor :
BANCA FIDEURAM S.p.A.
Management Company:
FIDEURAM GESTIONS S.A.
Custodian, Registrar, Transfer and Paying Agent:
FIDEURAM BANK (LUXEMBOURG) S.A.
Investment Manager:
FIDEURAM ASSET MANAGEMENT
(IRELAND) LIMITED
Nominee :
FIDEURAM BANK (LUXEMBOURG) S.A.
Supervisory Authority:
Commission de Surveillance du Secteur
Financier, Luxembourg (www.cssf.lu)
Auditor:
ERNST & YOUNG S.A.
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Points of contact
For more information, please contact:
Luxembourg :

- FIDEURAM BANK (LUXEMBOURG) S.A.
17A, rue des Bains
L-1212 Luxembourg
Tél : 00352/46 90 90-1
Fax : 00352/46 90 90 755
- FIDEURAM GESTIONS S.A.
13, avenue de la Porte Neuve
L-1015 Luxembourg
Tél: 00352/26 20 76-1
Fax: 00352/46 85 30
Date of publication of the full prospectus
January 2010.
Important Note
THE MANAGEMENT COMPANY CANNOT
ENSURE A PERFORMANCE RESULT.
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INFORMATION CONCERNING THE DIFFERENT
SUB-FUNDS OF THE FUND
FIDEURAM FUND - EURO SHORT TERM (“FF01”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists exclusively of activities with
low risks and fast liquidity, such as governmental
securities, ordinary bonds issued by a non governmental entity, indexed bonds and, in accordance
with the investment limits specified in Article 5 of
the management regulations, money market instruments provided that, at the time of their acquisition, their initial or residual maturity date does
not exceed 12 months or that, pursuant to the
provisions of the issuance governing these securities, the interest rate, at which they are carried
out, is subject to at least annual adaptation according to the market conditions, or when the residual average duration of the portfolio of the SubFund does not exceed 12 months.These securities
shall be denominated in EURO.
The selection criteria are characterized by a particular interest for bonds and instruments, whose
value, given their short residual duration, is in
general not very sensitive to the interest rate fluctuations.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative
instruments not only for the purpose of risk hedging and efficient management but also for investment purposes. The benchmark of the Sub-Fund
consists of the index "JP Morgan EURO 6 month
Cash Index".

Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
short-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his investment is not guaranteed against a possible loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended for retail and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 03.05.1999.
Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): 01.03.2001.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
145,999,309.36.

5.00%

FF 1. Euro short term

3.00%

0.00%
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006

2007

2008

2.01%
2.96%

3.03%
4.14%

3.76%
5.86%

Reference Currency

The historical performances are not an indicator

EURO

for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and down-

Risk Profile

wards without possibility to recover the invested

Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in interest or exchange rates, as
well as in the economic and political conditions of
the countries in which the investments are carried
out. This Sub-Fund has a low risk level. The risk of
bonds results notably from the evolution of the
interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers and the
maturity date of bonds.

amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 0.75%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - EURO BOND LOW RISK (“FF02”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities at fixed and variable rates, denominated in EURO.
The criteria of selection are characterized by a
particular interest for transferable securities
having a residual average life between 3 and 5 years
and with a moderate sensitivity to the interest rate
fluctuations.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index “Citigroup (ex-Salomon Smith Barney) EMU
Government Bond Index 3 - 5 years”.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended for retail and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 03.05.1999.
Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): March 3, 2006.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
342,789,510.20.

9.00%

FF 2. Euro bond low risk

4.50%
0.00%

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly low risk level.
The risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of the interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers
and the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
medium-term investments. The investor seeks a
relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible loss.
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Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006*

2007

2008

-0.04%
0.83%

2.12%
3.42%

7.29%
8.78%

* as of 01.03.2006

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 1%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section "Charges and expenses borne by the Fund".

FIDEURAM FUND - EURO BOND MEDIUM RISK (“FF03”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities at fixed and variable rates, denominated in EURO.
The criteria of selection are characterized by a particular interest for transferable securities having a
residual average life between 5 and 10 years and, as
a result, with a significant sensitivity to interest rate
fluctuations.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index “Citigroup (ex-Salomon Smith Barney) EMU
Government Bond Index 5 - 10 years”.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended for retail and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 03.05.1999.
Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): 01.03.2001.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
142,723,894.24.

15.00%

FF 3. Euro bond medium risk

7.50%
0.00%

Reference Currency

-7.50%

EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out.This Sub-Fund has a medium risk level.The
risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of
the interest rates, the changes in anticipation
concerning the probability of failure of issuers and
the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
medium-term investments. The investor seeks a
relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible loss.

Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006

2007

2008

-2.06%
-0.75%

0.83%
2.27%

8.71%
10.52%

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 1.10%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - EURO BOND LONG RISK (“FF04”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities at fixed and variable rates, denominated in EURO.
The criteria of selection are characterized by a
particular interest for transferable securities
having a residual average life beyond 10 years and
with a high sensitivity to interest rate fluctuations.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index “Citigroup (ex-Salomon Smith Barney) EMU
Government Bond Index beyond 10 years”.

Reference Currency

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended for retail and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 03.05.1999.
Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): 01.03.2001.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
65,450,406.18.

20.00%

FF 4. Euro bond long risk

10.00%
0.00%

EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
finanacial markets, in the interest or exchange
rates, as well as in the economic and political
conditions of the countries in which the investments are carried out.This Sub-Fund has a medium
risk level. The risk of bonds results notably from
the evolution of the interest rates, the changes in
anticipation concerning the probability of failure of
issuers and the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.
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-10.00%
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006

2007

2008

-4.25%
-3.07%

-3.71%
-2.02%

8.27%
10.83%

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 1.10%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - BOND EURO HIGH YIELD (“FF05”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities from non governmental issuers
characterized by a high credit risk, i.e. by a rating
below to the “investment grade” rating and domiciled in countries characterized by a rating fairly
high of the public debt at long term in foreign currency, i.e. by a rating higher or equal to the “investment grade” rating (this identifies on the basis of
classifications carried out by two of the principal
independent international agencies - Moody's and
Standard & Poor's - the securities issued by issuers
characterized by an adequate capacity to respect
their own financial commitments).
The investments are essentially denominated in
EURO.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index “Merrill Lynch Euro High Yield, BB - B Rated
Constrained Index.”

Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended for retail and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 03.05.1999.
Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): 02.07.2007.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
19,520,372.74.

0.00%

FF 5. Bond euro high yield

-15.00%
-30.00%

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level.
The risk of bonds results notably from the evolution
of the interest rates, the changes in anticipation
concerning the probability of failure of issuers and
the maturity date of the bonds. Moreover, these
bonds are more speculative, less liquid, imply a greater risk of failure of the issuer and show a higher
sensibility to the economic changes and legislative
developments.

-45.00%
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006

2007*

2008

-0.94%
-0.11%

-28.39%
-31.50%

* as of 30.07.07

Historical performances are not an indicator for
future performances. The value of an investment
and its return may vary with its rise or fall without
possibility to recoup the invested amount. The
future returns depend on the success of the
Investment Manager in the implementation of the
investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 1.20%.
For the other expenses, please refer to “General
Information Concerning the Fund” under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - BOND USD (”FF06”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities, at fixed and variable rates, denominated in United States Dollars.
The investments will be carried out independently
of the duration of the transferable securities.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index “Citigroup (ex-Salomon Smith Barney) US
Government Bond Index”, valued in EURO.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended for retail and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 03.05.1999.
Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): 01.03.2001.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
63,368,965.95.

FF 6. Bond USD

20.00%

Reference Currency
EURO

0.00%

Risk Profile

-10.00%

Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, as well as in the economic and
political conditions of the countries in which the
investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a
fairly high risk level.The risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of the interest rates, the
changes in anticipation concerning the probability
of failure of issuers and the maturity date of bonds.
As the investment is concentrated on a currency,
the portfolio of the Sub-Fund is more volatile than
if allocated among various currencies.

-20.00%

Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.
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Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006

2007

2008

-9.37%
-7.76%

-2.98%
-1.69%

20.73%
19.79%

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 1.20%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - BOND YEN (“FF07”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities, at fixed and variable rates, denominated in Yen.
The investments will be carried out independently
of the duration of the transferable securities.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index “Citigroup (ex-Salomon Smith Barney) Japan
Government Bond Index”, valued in EURO.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended for retail and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 03.05.1999.
Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): 01.03.2001.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
2,039,976.49.

FF 7. Bond YEN

37.50%

Reference Currency

25.00%

EURO

12.50%
0.00%

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level.
The risk of bonds results in particular from the
evolution of the interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of
issuers and the maturity date of bonds. As the
investment is concentrated on a currency, the
portfolio of the Sub-Fund is more volatile than if
allocated among various currencies.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible loss.

-12.50%
-25.00%
-37.50%
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006

2007

2008

-12.34%
-11.13%

-3.13%
-1.26%

32.24%
34.44%

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 1.20%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - EQUITY ITALY (“FF08”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of equity transferable securities from issuers having their registered office or principal economic activity in Italy, listed on the stock exchange or dealt in on another
regulated market in Italy.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index “Comit Global R of the Italian Stock Exchange
for Italian securities”.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended for retail and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 03.05.1999.
Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): 01.03.2001.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
40,016,845.04.

FF 8. Equity Italy

30.00%
20.00%

Reference Currency
EURO

10.00%
0.00%
-10.00%

Sub-Investment Manager
FIDEURAM INVESTIMENTI SGR S.p.A.
43,Via del Serafico
I-00142 ROMA

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in
the financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of financial markets, in the interest or
exchange rates, as well as in the economic and
political conditions of the countries in which the
investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a
high risk level. The risk of stocks results essentially from the changes in anticipation of benefits
of the issuers and the evolution of the interest
rates. Moreover, as the investment concentrates
on issuers of one State, the portfolio of the SubFund is more volatile than if it was distributed
geographically.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.
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-20.00%
-30.00%
-40.00%
-50.00%
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006

2007

2008

21.03%
19.01%

-5.05%
-7.61%

-46.81%
-48.71%

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 1.80%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - EQUITY EUROPE (“FF09”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of equity transferable securities from issuers having their registered office or principal economic activity in a
European country, listed on the stock exchange or
dealt in on another regulated market of an European country.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index “Morgan Stanley Capital International PanEuro,” valued in United States Dollars and converted in EURO at the WM/Reuters rate.

Reference Currency
EURO

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended for retail and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 03.05.1999.
Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): 01.10.2003.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
349,550,156.03.

FF 9. Equity Europe

30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
-10.00%
-20.00%
-30.00%

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out.This Sub-Fund has a high risk level.The risk
of stocks results essentially from the changes in
anticipation of benefits of the issuers and the evolution of the interest rates. An exchange rate risk
exists for the investor of the Euro zone.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.

-40.00%
-50.00%
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006

2007

2008

15.83%
15.28%

0.57%
1.32%

-45.19%
-44.75%

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 1.80%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne be the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - EURO CORPORATE BOND (“FF10”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities denominated in EURO from non
governmental issuers, characterized by a limited
insolvency risk, i.e. by a rating higher or equal to the
“investment grade” rating (this identifies on the
basis of classifications carried out by two of the
principal independent international agencies Moody's and Standard & Poor's - the securities
issued by issuers characterized by an adequate
capacity to respect their own financial commitments).A residual portion of the Sub-Fund consists
of debt transferable securities at fixed and variable
rates, denominated in EURO and issued by governmental issuers, primarily characterized by a residual
average life ranging between three and five years.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk hedging and efficient management but also for investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
weighted arithmetic average of the following
indexes:
- index ”iBoxx Euro Corporates”, valued in
EURO, weighted at 90%;

Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
medium-term investments. The investor seeks a
relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended for retail and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 03.05.1999.
Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): 01.10.2003.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
34,447,585.53.

10.00%

FF 10. Euro corporate bond

5.00%
0.00%
-5.00%
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006

2007

2008

-1.30%
0.40%

-0.96%
0.14%

-1.31%
-2.77%

- index ”iBoxx Euro Sovereign 3 - 5 years”, valued
in EURO, weighted at 10%.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly low risk level.
The risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of the interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers
and the maturity date of bonds.
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 1.20%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - EQUITY USA (“FF11”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year

The Sub-Fund consists essentially of equity transferable securities from highly rated companies in
the United States of America, characterized by a
major capitalization, listed on the stock exchange
or dealt in on another regulated market in the
United States of America.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the index:

Launch Date: 03.05.1999.
Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): 19.01.2004.
Total of net assets (class A) at 31.12.2008 (in
Euros): 569,215,235.19.
30.00%

FF 11. Equity USA - A

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
-10.00%

- for class A units: “Morgan Stanley Capital
International USA”, valued in EURO
- for class H units: “Morgan Stanley Capital
International USA”, valued in EURO, 100%
EURO Hedged.

Reference Currency
EURO

-20.00%
-30.00%
-40.00%
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

30.00%

Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a high risk level. The
risk of stocks results essentially from the changes
in anticipation of benefits of issuers and the evolution of the interest rates. Moreover, as the investment concentrates on issuers of one State, the
portfolio of the Sub-Fund is more volatile than if it
was distributed geographically. An exchange risk
exists for the investor of the Euro zone.

20.00%

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended for retail and/or institutional investors.

2007

2008

-7.01%
-6.12%

-37.45%
-35.39%

Total of net assets (class H) at 31.12.2008 (in
Euros): 4,804,460.64

Risk Profile

Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.

2006
0.43%
1.24%

FF 11. Equity USA - H

10.00%
0.00%
-10.00%
-20.00%
-30.00%
-40.00%
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006

2007*

2008

-6.22%
-4.85%

-18.15%
-39.58%

* as of 04.06.07

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 1.80%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - AURORA (“FF12”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund has as investment objective to reach
a positive return in absolute terms, through investment in stocks, bonds of governmental or non
governmental issuers, convertible bonds, structured bonds, money market instruments dealt in on
the main regulated international markets, deposits
with credit establishments and units of undertakings of collective investments in accordance with
Article 5 of the Management Regulations.
The Sub-Fund may invest in debt securities issued
by developing countries (emerging countries) such
as defined by the World Bank or the United
Nations or in debt securities issued by companies
having an “investment grade” rating or below.
The Sub-Fund may also invest in derivative instruments such as options, futures on stock indexes or
any other types of financial instruments and swaps
such as “Interest Rate Swaps - IRS”,“Equity Swaps”
and “Credit Default Swaps - CDS” and use derivative instruments on currencies in accordance with
Article 5 of these Management Regulations not
only for the purpose of risk hedging and efficient
management, but also for investment purposes.
The net equity exposure will not exceed 40% of
the NAV and sub investment grade bond component will always form less than 30% of the overall
exposure.
The Sub-Fund may, however, invest 100% of its net
assets in one currency or in one type of transferable securities or other liquid financial assets such
as described above.
For reaching the investment objective and following market conditions, the Sub-Fund may choose
between stock and bond positions or between
strategic and tactical positions on rates, credit and
currency on the whole financial instruments and
markets, the objects of the investments.
The Sub-Fund has no benchmark.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well as
in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried out.
This Sub-Fund has a high risk level. The risk of
stocks results essentially from the changes in anticipation of benefits of issuers and the evolution of the
interest rates. The risk of bonds results notably
from the evolution of interest rates, the changes in
anticipation concerning the probability of failure of
issuers and the maturity date of bonds.The risk related to the operativity on financial derivative instruments consists of a leverage effect, namely a possible
risk taking higher than the one taken on the position
of the underlying. Consequently, a fluctuation of
quoted market price of the latter, even limited,
causes a fluctuation generally higher of the value of
the derivative instruments, accentuating thereby the
possible gains/losses on the managed portfolio.The
Sub-Fund is also subject to fluctuations of exchange
rates of currencies in which the held securities are
denominated.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended for retail and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch date: 04.05.2009.
No historical performance as of today.

Reference Currency
EURO
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Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 0.15%.
The performance fee recognized to the Management Company for the Sub-Fund is equal to 20%
of the difference between the total gross net asset
value of the Sub-Fund (before the calculation of
the performance fee and taxes due) retained on
the last day of the current fiscal year and the total
net asset value retained on the last day of the preceding fiscal year, provided that this total gross net
asset value be higher than that retained at the end
of the preceding fiscal year increased by the
“Hurdle Rate” (thereafter HR) and corrected for
sums received or paid in the Sub-Fund for subscriptions or redemptions of units of the current
fiscal year, increased by the HR applied depending
on the day of receipt of the said sums. For the first
fiscal year, for the purpose of the calculation and
the possible drawing of the performance fee, the
total net asset value of reference shall be the one

at the end of May 2009. HR means the yield of
Euribor + 100 bps (Euro Interbank Offered Rate)
12 months quoted at the last business day of May
2009 and applied pro-quota for the period of reference. The annual performance fee shall be calculated and made each day, on the basis of the total
gross net asset value at the day of calculation.This
fee is calculated from the 29th of May 2009 and
when it is due, the performance fee shall be paid
annually to the Management Company and retained on the net assets of the Sub-Fund on the 10th
business day following the end of the fiscal year
which the performance refers to. For the other
expenses, please refer to "General Information
Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges
and expenses borne by the Fund”.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - EQUITY JAPAN (“FF13”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year

The Sub-Fund consists essentially of equity transferable securities of issuers having their registered
office or their main economic activity in Japan, listed on an official stock exchange or dealt in on
another regulated market in Japan.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index:

Launch Date: 03.05.1999.

- for the units of class A : “Morgan Stanley Capital
International Japan”, valued in EURO
- for units of class H : “Morgan Stanley Capital
International Japan”, valued in EURO, 100%
EURO Hedged.

Reference Currency

Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): 01.03.2001.
Total of net assets (class A) at 31.12.2008 (in
Euros): 131,023,926.11.

10.00%
0.00%

FF 13. Equity Japan - A

-10.00%
-20.00%
-30.00%
-40.00%
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006

2007

2008

-7.08%
-6.00%

-16.56%
-14.70%

-29.07%
-26.93%

Total of net assets (class H) at 31.12.2008 (in
Euros): 33,136,495.68.

EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
fianacial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out.This Sub-Fund has a high risk level.The risk
of stocks results essentially from the changes in
anticipation of benefits of the issuers and the evolution of the interest rates. Moreover, as the investment concentrates on issuers of one State, the
portfolio of the Sub-Fund is more volatile than if it
was distributed geographically. An exchange risk
exists for the investor of the Euro zone.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended for retail and institutional investors.
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15.00%
0.00%

FF 13. Equity Japan - H

-15.00%
-30.00%
-45.00%
-60.00%
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006

2007*

2008

-16.45%
-14.61%

-36.97%
-45.85%

* as of 04.06.07

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 1.80%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - BOND GLOBAL EMERGING MARKETS (“FF14”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities denominated in United States
Dollars, of governmental issuers of emerging countries.
The investments shall be realized independently of
the duration of the securities and shall be essentially covered against the exchange risks.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index “J.P. Morgan Emerging Markets Bond Index
(EMBI) Global Diversified 100% Euro Hedged.”

Reference Currency
EURO

ging markets are exposed to particular risks and
are described in the full prospectus. The investor
seeks a relatively safe investment but understands
that his investment is not guaranteed against a
possible loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended for retail and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 03.05.1999.
Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): 01.10.2003.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
15,740,855.03.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, tin the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level.
The risk of bonds results notably from the evolution
of the interest rates, from the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers
and the maturity date of bonds. The investment in
markets of developing States implies a higher risk
than that usually associated with the investments in
transferable securities of developed countries. The
risk lies in the fact that the performance of emerging countries and their markets tends to fluctuate
more sensibly, the degree of volatility of the markets
being higher. Such highervolatility is due to a certain
number of political, monetary and economic factors,
notably a political and economic system less stable
and financial data less reliable relating to securities
of companies dealt in on such markets.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investments in emer-

FF 14. Bond global
emerging markets

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

-10.00%
-20.00%
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006

2007

2008

6.82%
7.64%

1.56%
4.69%

-15.62%
-13.51%

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 1.20%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - EQUITY PACIFIC EX JAPAN (“FF15”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of equity transferable securities of issuers having their registered
office or their main economic activity in a developed
country in the Pacific area, other than Japan, listed
on an official stock exchange or dealt in on another
regulated market of developed countries in the
Pacific area, other than Japan. For example, these
countries are: Australia, Hong Kong, New Zealand
and Singapore.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative
instruments not only for the purpose of risk hedging
and efficient management but also for investment
purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index:
- for the units of class A : “Morgan Stanley Capital
International Pacific Free ex Japan”, valued in
United States Dollars and converted into EURO
at the WM/ Reuters rate;
- for the units of class H :“Morgan Stanley Capital
International Pacific Free ex Japan”, valued in
United States Dollars and converted in EURO at
the WM/ Reuters rate, 100% EURO Hedged.

Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended for retail and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 03.05.1999.
Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): 01.10.2003.
Total of net assets (class A) at 31.12.2008 (in
Euros): 48,508,514.31.

30.00%

FF 15. Equity Pacific ex Japan - A

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
-10.00%
-20.00%
-30.00%
-40.00%

Reference Currency

-50.00%

EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, as well as in the economic and
political conditions of the countries in which the
investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a
high risk level. The risk of stocks results essentially from the changes in anticipation of benefits of
issuers and the evolution of the interest rates.
Moreover, as the investments concentrate on
issuers of a limited number of States, the portfolio
of the Sub-Fund is more volatile than if it was distributed geographically.An exchange risk exists for
the investor of the Euro zone.
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Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006

2007

2008

16.39%
14.53%

16.20%
14.70%

-49.92%
-49.74%

Total of net assets (class H) at 31.12.2008 (in
Euros): 165,313.92.
30.00%

FF 15. Equity Pacific ex Japan - H

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
-10.00%
-20.00%
-30.00%
-40.00%
-50.00%

2006
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

* as of 02.08.07

2007*

2008

7.81%
9.65%

-45.00%
-44.80%

The historical performances are not an indicator

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund

for future performances. The value of an invest-

The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 1.80%.

ment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - EQUITY GLOBAL EMERGING MARKETS (“FF16”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of equity transferable securities having their registered office or
their main economic activity in an emerging country at a worldwide level, listed on an official stock
exchange or dealt in on another regulated market
- within the investment restrictions as referred to
in Article 5 hereafter - of developing countries at
a worldwide level as well as in countries in which
such issuers are also listed (for example: New York
Stock Exchange, Hong Kong Stock Exchange). The
Sub-Fund shall concentrate essentially in investment in emerging countries of Asia, Latin America
and Eastern Europe.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index “Morgan Stanley Capital International Emerging Markets Free”, valued in United States Dollars
and converted into EURO at the WM/Reuters rate.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a high risk level. The
risk of stocks results essentially from the changes
in anticipation of benefits of issuers and the evolution of the interest rates. The investment in markets of developing States implies a higher risk than
that usually associated with the investments in
transferable securities of developed countries.The
risk lies in the fact that the performance of emerging countries and their markets tends to fluctuate more sensibly, the degree of volatility of the
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markets being higher. Such higher volatility is due
to a certain number of political, monetary and
economic factors, notably a political and economic
system less stable and financial data less reliable
relating to securities of companies dealt in on such
markets.
An exchange risk exists for the investor of the
Euro zone.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investments in emerging markets are exposed to particular risks and
are described in the full prospectus. The investor
must be able to accept a certain volatility and the
possibility of losing a part of the invested amount.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended for retail and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 03.05.1999.
Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): 01.10.2003.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
162,265,194.89.

FF 16. Equity global
emerging markets
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success

of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 2.15%.
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FIDEURAM FUND - EURO DEFENSIVE BOND (“FF17”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities at fixed and variable rates, denominated in EURO.
The selection criteria are characterized by a particular interest for transferable securities having a
residual average life below 3 years and a medium
sensibility to the fluctuations of interest rates.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index “Citigroup (ex-Salomon Smith Barney) EMU
Government Bond Index 1-3 years”.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out.This Sub-Fund has a low risk level.The risk
of bonds results notably from the evolution of the
interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers and the
maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
shortterm investments. The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended for retail and/or institutional investors.
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Initial subscription period
February 22, 2006 to March 3, 2006 with in initial
price of 10 EURO per unit, with payment on
March 3, 2006.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
349,051,628.23.
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* as of 13.03.06

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 0.85%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2039 (“FF18”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2039.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2039.

Reference Currency
EURO

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 5 January 2009.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly low risk level. The
risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of
the interest rates, the changes in anticipation
concerning the probability of failure of issuers and
the maturity date of bonds.

No historical performance from now.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
short-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his investment is not guaranteed against a possible loss.
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FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2040 (“FF19”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2040.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2040.

Reference Currency
EURO

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 4 January 2010.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level.
The risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of the interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers
and the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his investment is not guaranteed against a possible loss.
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No historical performance from now.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

(“FF20”)
THIS SUB-FUND IS NO LONGER OPERATIONAL SINCE DECEMBER 31, 2009
THIS PAGE IS INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
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FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2010 (“FF21”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2010.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2010.

Reference Currency
EURO

sively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 30.06.2000.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
446,928,390.26.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out.This Sub-Fund has a medium risk level.The risk
of bonds results notably from the evolution of the
interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers and the
maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
short-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclu-
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2011 (“FF22”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2011.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2011.

group and which acquire the units exclusively on
their own behalf and for their own account. Retail
investors cannot subscribe to these Sub-Funds
directly or indirectly other than the aforesaid companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 30.06.2000.

Reference Currency
EURO

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
286,254,775.41.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out.This Sub-Fund has a medium risk level.The risk
of bonds results notably from the evolution of the
interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers and the
maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
short-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund exclusively intended for institutional
investors who are companies of Intesa Sanpaolo
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2012 (“FF23”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2012.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2012.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 30.06.2000.

Reference Currency
EURO

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
368,956,073.95.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out.This Sub-Fund has a medium risk level.The risk
of bonds results notably from the evolution of the
interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers and the
maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
medium-term investments. The investor seeks a
relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2013 (“FF24”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2013.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2013.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 30.06.2000.

Reference Currency
EURO

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
776,562,839.72.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out.This Sub-Fund has a medium risk level.The risk
of bonds results notably from the evolution of the
interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers and the
maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
medium-term investments. The investor seeks a
relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2014 (“FF25”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2014.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2014.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 30.06.2000.

Reference Currency
EURO

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
645,860,959.09.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out.This Sub-Fund has a medium risk level.The risk
of bonds results notably from the evolution of the
interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers and the
maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
medium-term investments. The investor seeks a
relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2015 (“FF26”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2015.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2015.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 30.06.2000.

Reference Currency
EURO

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
697,720,289.27.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out.This Sub-Fund has a medium risk level.The risk
of bonds results notably from the evolution of the
interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers and the
maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2016 (“FF27”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2016.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2016.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 30.06.2000.

Reference Currency
EURO

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
381,796,118.32.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out.This Sub-Fund has a medium risk level.The risk
of bonds results notably from the evolution of the
interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers and the
maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2017 (“FF28”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2017.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2017.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 30.06.2000.

Reference Currency
EURO

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
268,357,417.32.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out.This Sub-Fund has a medium risk level.The risk
of bonds results notably from the evolution of the
interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers and the
maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2018 (“FF29”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2018.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2018.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 30.06.2000.

Reference Currency
EURO

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
355,803,082.29.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out.This Sub-Fund has a medium risk level.The risk
of bonds results notably from the evolution of the
interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers and the
maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2019 (“FF30”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2019.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2019.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 30.06.2000.

Reference Currency
EURO

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
265,683,569.23.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level. The
risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of
the interest rates, the changes in anticipation
concerning the probability of failure of issuers and
the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2020 (“FF31”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2020.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2020.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 30.06.2000.

Reference Currency
EURO

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
419,548,291.02.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level. The
risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of
the interest rates, the changes in anticipation
concerning the probability of failure of issuers and
the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2021 (“FF32”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2021.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2021.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 30.06.2000.

Reference Currency
EURO

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
174,424,917.30.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level. The
risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of
the interest rates, the changes in anticipation
concerning the probability of failure of issuers and
the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2022 (“FF33”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2022.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2022.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 30.06.2000.

Reference Currency
EURO

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
88,779,990.27.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level. The
risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of
the interest rates, the changes in anticipation
concerning the probability of failure of issuers and
the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2023 (“FF34”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2023.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2023.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 30.06.2000.

Reference Currency
EURO

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
67,752,681.02.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level. The
risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of
the interest rates, the changes in anticipation
concerning the probability of failure of issuers and
the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2024 (“FF35”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2024.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2024.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 30.06.2000.

Reference Currency
EURO

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
68,350,112.34.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level. The
risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of
the interest rates, the changes in anticipation
concerning the probability of failure of issuers and
the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2025 (“FF36”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2025.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2025.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 30.06.2000.

Reference Currency
EURO

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
84,181,132.72.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level. The
risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of
the interest rates, the changes in anticipation
concerning the probability of failure of issuers and
the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2026 (“FF37”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2026.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2026.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level. The
risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of
the interest rates, the changes in anticipation
concerning the probability of failure of issuers and
the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 02.05.2001.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
33,401,424.83.
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2027 (“FF38”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2027.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2027.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 11.01.2002.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level. The
risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of
the interest rates, the changes in anticipation
concerning the probability of failure of issuers and
the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
14,315,926.48.
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2028 (“FF39”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2028.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date is of which in 2028.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 04.03.2002.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level. The
risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of
the interest rates, the changes in anticipation
concerning the probability of failure of issuers and
the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
12,227,027.54.
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2029 (“FF40”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2029.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issuances
the residual maturity date of which is in 2029.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 04.03.2002.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level. The
risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of
the interest rates, the changes in anticipation
concerning the probability of failure of issuers and
the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
8,962,707.74.
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2030 (“FF41”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2030.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2030.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe to these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 04.03.2002.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, the financial market
conditions, the exchange or interest rates, as well
as in the economic and political conditions of the
countries in which the investments are carried
out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level. The
risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of
the interest rates, the changes in anticipation
concerning the probability of failure of issuers and
the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
11,779,895.86.
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The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - INFLATION LINKED (“FF42”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities characterized by the connection
with the index (at the level of the interests, the
nominal or both), which measures the variation of
cost of living in various countries for purposes of
protecting the real return of the investment.
The investments will be mainly carried out in
transferable securities denominated in United
States, Canadian, Australian or New Zealand
Dollars, in Swedish Crowns, in Pounds Sterling,Yen
or in EURO and will be carried out independently
of the duration of the transferable securities.
The investment will be generally covered against
exchange rate risks.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index” Merrill Lynch Global Government, Inflation
Linked (EUR Hedged 100%)", valued in EURO.

vely safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended exclusively for retail
and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 11.01.2002.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
16,144,687.04.
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The historical performances are not an indicator
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for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and down-

Risk Profile

wards without possibility to recover the invested

Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out.This Sub-Fund has a medium risk level.The
risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of
interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers and the
maturity date of bonds.An exchange risk exists for
the investor of the Euro zone.

amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 1.1%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relati-
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FIDEURAM FUND - EQUITY USA GROWTH (“FF43”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of equity transferable securities listed on the stock exchange or
dealt in on another regulated market of the United
States of America and issued by highly rated companies characterized by an important capitalization. Such Sub-Fund is characterized by a management method giving preference to the investment
in companies with a growth potential expressed in
terms of returns higher than that of their market
or their activity sector.The valuation of such growth potential is expressed through the analysis of
variables such as notably the return growth rate at
short and long term and the progression of the
turnover at long term (Long term historical sales
per share growth trend).
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index “Morgan Stanley Capital International USA
Growth,” valued in United States Dollars and
converted in EURO at the WM/Reuters rate.

to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended exclusively for retail
and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 11.01.2002.
Date of last modification (Name and/or investment policy): 31 May 2007.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
111,274,682.50.

30.00%

FF 43. Equity USA Growth

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
-10.00%
-20.00%

Reference Currency

-30.00%

EURO

-40.00%
-50.00%

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a high risk level. The
risk of stocks results essentially from the changes
in anticipation of benefits of issuers and the evolution of the interest rates. Moreover, as the investment concentrates in issuers of one State, the
portfolio of the Sub-Fund is more volatile than if it
was distributed geographically. An exchange risk
exists for the investor of the Euro zone.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
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2006
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2007*

2008

-8.52%
-6.39%

-38.16%
-36.61%

*as of 13.06.07

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 2%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - COMMODITIES (“FF44”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund has as investment objective the
increase of the assets’ value over time by participating indirectly to the potential growth of the
international commodities markets.
To reach its investment objective, the sub-fund will
primarily invest in:
- derivative instruments (including, for example the list not being exhaustive - swaps,“contracts for
difference”, futures, forward, options, certificates)
having as underlying indices/sub-indices on commodities;
- units and/or shares of any UCITS and/or other
undertakings for collective investment, (including
the Exchange Traded Funds) with exposure to
indices/sub-indices on commodities;
- structured bonds (including the Exchange Traded
Commodities) linked to indices/sub-indices on
commodities;
- stocks at a worldwide level listed on a stock
exchange or dealt in on another regulated market
in Europe, Asia, America, Africa, Oceania and in
developing countries, issued by companies whose
main activity is the production, extraction, trade or
manufacturing of raw materials, energy resources
and agricultural products;
- low risk and of fast liquidity assets (governmental securities, ordinary bonds issued by non governmental entities, money market instruments and
deposits with credit institutions) with derivatives’
hedging purposes;
The Sub-Fund may furthermore invest in:
- low risk and of fast liquidity assets (governmental securities, ordinary bonds issued by non governmental entities, money market instruments
and deposits with credit institutions);
- debt securities of governmental or non governmental issuers (without limit of duration, currency
or rating);

- stocks at a worldwide level listed on a stock
exchange or dealt in on another regulated market
in Europe, Asia, America, Africa, Oceania and in
developing countries, issued by companies which
do not belong to materials sector;
- derivative instruments (including, for example the list not being exhaustive - swaps,“contracts for
difference”, futures, forward, options, certificates)
on rates, indexes, credits, securities or currencies;
- convertible bonds, structured bonds at a worldwide level;
- any other authorized instruments.
The financial instruments may be issued by issuers
located in any state, characterized or not by an
economy defined by the World Bank or the United
Nations as “emerging” or “developing”.
The Sub-Fund may invest in instruments denominated in any currency.
The investment will be generally covered against
exchange rate risks.
The Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk hedging and
efficient management but also for investment purposes.
The Sub-Fund may not hold physical commodities.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index “Dow-Jones UBS Commodity Index Total
Return”, valued in US Dollars.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out.
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This Sub-Fund has a high risk level. The risk of
stocks results essentially from the changes in anticipation of benefits of issuers and the evolution of
the interest rates. The risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of interest rates, the
changes in anticipation concerning the probability
of failure of issuers and the maturity date of bonds.
The risk related to the operativity on financial derivative instruments consists of a leverage effect,
namely a possible risk taking higher than the one
taken on the position of the underlying.
Consequently, a fluctuation of quoted market price
of the latter, even limited, causes a fluctuation
generally higher of the value of the derivative instruments, accentuating thereby the possible
gains/losses on the managed portfolio. The SubFund is also subject to fluctuations of exchange
rates of currencies in which the held securities are
denominated. More particularly, investors should
be aware that exposure to commodity indices and
commodity sub-indices is accompanied by higher
risks due to the volatility of commodity prices.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended exclusively for retail
and/or institutional investors.
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Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Reopening for subscription: October 15, 2009.
No historical performance as of today.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 1.80%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - MARSHALL WACE TOPS (“FF45”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund has as investment objective to provide investors with consistent absolute returns primarily through investing in global equities.The SubFund will seek to preserve capital through the use
of various risk management techniques, given its
long term investment strategy.
The approach that the Sub-Fund will use to implement its investment policy will be to invest on the
basis of investment ideas driven by (a) general factors such as stock and market momentum and prevailing market themes and events affecting an individual stock in particular (e.g. a merger or takeover,
an earnings release, changes to the management of
the issuer, or any other commercially significant
event); and (b) valuation and fundamental criteria
such as earnings growth and outlook for a specific
stock.The resulting portfolio is expected to be relatively liquid and diversified.
The Sub-Fund’s assets will be predominantly invested in global equities, either directly or through
financial derivative instruments including (list not
exhaustive) OTC swap transactions on an arm’s
length basis with first class financial institutions
acting as swap counterparty and options, forward
contracts and futures.
Such global equities will be listed or traded on (i) a
regulated market or (ii) stock exchange in the
European Union, the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development, Hong Kong,
Singapore and South Africa, (iii) NASDAQ, (iv) NASDAQ Europe, (v) the market in US government
securities which is conducted by primary dealers
which are regulated by the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York, (vi) the market in transferable securities
conducted by primary dealers and secondary dealers which are regulated by the US Securities and
Exchange Commission and by the NASD and (vii)
the over-the-counter market in Tokyo regulated by
the Securities Dealers Association of Japan and (viii)
any other eligible regulated exchange or market in

accordance with the investment restrictions as laid
down in these Management Regulations.
In addition, the Sub-Fund’s assets may be invested on
an ancillary basis in debt securities (including those
that are credit linked) listed on a stock exchange or
dealt on a regulated market issued by financial or
credit institutions or corporate issuers or sovereign states (including those from emerging markets)
and/or supranational organisations.
All investments will be made in accordance with the
investment restrictions as described in Article 5 of
these Management Regulations. In addition, the SubFund will not invest more than 5 per cent of its net
asset value in units of other UCITS or other collective investment undertakings.
The Investment Manager will pursue a discretionary hedging policy to preserve investors’ capital in
line with its long term investment strategy.
Although the investment objective of the sub-fund is
to provide investors with consistent absolute
returns by implementing a market neutral investment strategy, the net market exposure of the SubFund may temporarily vary according to the
Investment Manager’s view of market prospects and
the Sub-Fund may be net short of markets or net
long of markets. However, the overall net market
exposure of the Sub-Fund will not exceed a range
from 33 per cent net short to 33 per cent net long.
The range stated above will allow the Investment
Manager to apply appropriate risk management
measures when necessary. Where the Investment
Manager wishes to take short positions in equities,
it will do so exclusively through the use of equity
derivatives. For long exposures to equities, the
Investment Manager will utilize equity derivatives
where it considers that such instruments are the
most appropriate or cost-effective means of accessing the relevant underlying equities.
The Sub-Fund will take long and short positions
over a variety of time periods, however the combination of long and short positions will never
result in uncovered short positions.
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Leverage will be achieved through both OTC and
listed derivative contracts. Gross exposure will be
capped at 200 per cent.
Some of the Sub-Fund’s assets may also be held on
an ancillary basis in cash or cash equivalents, pending reinvestment, if this is considered appropriate
to the objective of seeking absolute returns. Any
such investments will not be held for speculative
purposes, but will be ancillary to the primary investment strategy of the Sub-Fund, which is to invest in
global equities and equity-related instruments.

Reference Currency
EURO

Sub-Investment Manager
MARSHALL WACE LLP
The Adelphi 13th Floor
1/11 John Adam Street
WC2N 6HT LONDON

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out.This Sub-Fund has a high risk level.The risk
of stocks results essentially from the changes in
anticipation of benefits of issuers and the evolution
of the interest rates.The risk related to the operativity on financial derivative instruments consists of
a leverage effect, namely a possible risk taking
higher than the one taken on the position of the
underlying.An exchange risk exists for the investor
of the Euro zone.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.
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Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended exclusively for retail
and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Reopening for subscription: October 15, 2009.
No historical performance as of today.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 1.65%.
The performance fee is equal to 20% of the difference – if the difference is positive - between the
total gross net asset value of the Sub-Fund (before
calculation of the performance fee) retained on the
last day of the current fiscal year and the total net
asset value retained on the last day of the last fiscal year in which a payment of performance fee
happen or - if this event never happen - the total
net asset value at November 2, 2009, increased by
the “Hurdle Rate”(thereafter HR) and corrected
for sums received or paid in the Sub-Fund for subscriptions or redemptions of units of the current
fiscal year, increased by HR applied depending on
the day of receipt of the said sums. For the first fiscal year, for the purpose of the calculation and the
possible drawing of the performance fee, the total
net asset value of reference shall be the one at
November 2, 2009. HR means the performance of
the index JP Morgan Euro Cash 1 month over the
relevant period. The annual performance fee shall
be calculated and made each day, on the basis of
total gross net asset value at the day of calculation.
Cristallization will happen yearly, at the last day of
the year, and when it is due, the performance fee
shall be paid to the Management Company and
retained on the net assets of the Sub-Fund on the
10th business day following the end of the fiscal
year which the performance refers to.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - EQUITY USA VALUE (“FF46”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of equity transferable securities listed on a stock exchange or
dealt in on an regulated market of the United
States of America and issued by highly rated companies characterized by an important capitalization. This Sub-Fund is characterized by a management method giving preference to the investment
in companies, which are undervalued in respect to
their theoretical value at long term. Such valuation
is expressed through the analysis of figures of the
balance sheet and the fundamental ratios such as
notably the “book value to price ratio” and the
“dividend yield”.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index "Morgan Stanley Capital International USA
Value", valued in United States Dollars and converted in EURO at the WM/Reuters rate.

Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended exclusively for retail
and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 11.01.2002.
Date of last modification (name and/or investment
policy): 31 May 2007.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
48,395,871.18.

30.00%

FF 46. Equity USA Value

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
-10.00%

Reference Currency

-20.00%

EURO

-30.00%
-40.00%

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a high risk level. The
risk of stocks results essentially from the changes
in anticipation of benefits of issuers and the evolution of the interest rates. Moreover, as the investment concentrates in issuers of one State, the
portfolio of the Sub-Fund is more volatile than if it
was distributed geographically. An exchange risk
exists for the investor of the Euro zone.

-50.00%

2006
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2007*

2008

-14.09%
-16.55%

-37.24%
-34.35%

*as of 13.06.07

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 2%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - FLEXIBLE OPPORTUNITY (“FF47”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund has as investment objective to reach
a positive return in absolute terms, through investment in stocks, bonds of governmental or non
governmental issuers, convertible bonds, structured bonds, money market instruments dealt in on
the main regulated international markets, deposits
with credit establishment, units of undertakings
for collective investments in accordance with
Article 5 of the Management Regulations.
The Sub-Fund may also invest in derivative instruments such as options, futures on stock indexes or
any other types of financial instruments and swaps
such as “Interest Rate Swaps IRS”, “Equity Swaps”,
and “Credit Default Swaps - CDS”, and use derivative instruments on currencies in accordance with
Article 5 of the Management Regulations not only
for the purpose of risk hedging and efficient management, but also for investment purposes.
The Sub-Fund may invest 100% of its net assets in
one currency or in one type of transferable securities or other liquid financial assets such as described above.
For reaching investment objective and following
market conditions, the Sub-Fund may choose between stock and bond positions or between strategic and tactical positions on rates, credit and currency on the whole financial instruments and
markets, the objects of the investments.
The Sub-Fund has no benchmark.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are car-
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ried out. This Sub-Fund has a high risk level. The
risk of stocks results essentially from the changes
in anticipation of benefits of issuers and the evolution of the interest rates. The risk of bonds results
notably from the evolution of interest rates, the
changes in anticipation concerning the probability
of failure of issuers and the maturity date of bonds.
The risk related to the operativity on financial
derivative instruments consists of a leverage effect,
namely a possible risk taking higher than the one
taken on the position of the underlying.
Consequently, a fluctuation of quoted market price
of the latter, even limited, causes a fluctuation
generally higher of the value of the derivative instruments, accentuating thereby the possible
gains/losses on the managed portfolio. The SubFund is also subject to fluctuations of exchange
rates of currencies in which the held securities are
denominated.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended exclusively for retail
and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 11.01.2002.
Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): 08.06.2009.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
14,920,892.80.
No historical performance as of today for
FIDEURAM FUND - FLEXIBLE OPPORTUNITY due to the recent changes.

Previous performances:
30.00%

FF 47. Europe listed TT equity

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
-10.00%
-20.00%
-30.00%
-40.00%
-50.00%
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006

2007

2008

13.24%
11.12%

6.17%
8.33%

-37.04%
-41.03%

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 1.4%.
The performance fee recognized to the Management Company for the Sub-Fund is equal to 20%
of the difference between the total gross net asset
value of the Sub-Fund (before the calculation of

the performance fee and taxes due) retained on
the last day of the current fiscal year and the total
net asset value retained on the last day of the preceding fiscal year, provided that this total gross net
asset value be higher than that retained at the end
of the preceding fiscal year increased by the
“Hurdle Rate” (thereafter HR) and corrected for
sums received or paid in the Sub-Fund for subscriptions or redemptions of units of the current
fiscal year, increased by the HR applied depending
on the day of receipt of the said sums. For the first
fiscal year, for the purpose of the calculation and
the possible drawing of the performance fee, the
total net asset value of reference shall be the one
at June 8, 2009. HR means the performance of the
index JP Morgan Euro Cash 12 months retained at
June 8, 2009. The annual performance fee shall be
calculated and made each day, on the basis of the
total gross net asset value at the day of calculation.
This fee is calculated from June 8, 2009 and when
it is due, the performance fee shall be paid annually to the Management Company and retained on
the net assets of the Sub-Fund on the 10th business
day following the end of the fiscal year which the
performance refers to.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - EUROPE LISTED HEALTH CARE EQUITY (“FF48”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of equity transferable securities listed on a stock exchange or
dealt in on another regulated market of a European State and issued by companies operating in
the health care sector. For example, these States
are: Germany, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Spain,
Finland, France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Norway,
Netherlands, Portugal, United Kingdom, Sweden
and Switzerland.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index "Morgan Stanley Capital International
Europe Health Care Index", value in United States
Dollars and converted into EURO at the WM/Reuters rate.

Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.

Reference Currency

This Sub-Fund is currently not open for subscription.

EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
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of the countries in which the investments are carried out.This Sub-Fund has a high risk level.The risk
ofstocks results essentially from the changes in anticipation of benefits of issuers and the evolution of
the interest rates. Moreover, any investment
concentrated in a particular sector has a higher risk
and more volatility. An exchange risk exists for the
investor of the Euro zone.
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Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended exclusively for retail
and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 2%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - EQUITY EUROPE GROWTH (“FF49”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of equity transferable securities listed on the stock exchange or
dealt in on another regulated market of an
European country. Such Sub-Fund is characterized
by a management method giving preference to the
investment in companies with a growth potential
expressed in terms of returns higher than that of
their market or their activity sector. The valuation
of such growth potential is expressed through the
analysis of variables such as notably the return
growth rate at short and long term and the progression of the turnover at long term (Long term
historical sales per share growth trend).
Moreover, the sub-fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.The benchmark of the SubFund consists of the index “Morgan Stanley Capital
International Europe Growth,” valued in United
States Dollars and converted in EURO at the
WM/Reuters rate.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a high risk level. The
risk of stocks results essentially from the changes
in anticipation of benefits of issuers and the evolution of the interest rates. Moreover, any investment
concentrated in a particular sector has a higher
risk and more volatility.An exchange risk exists for
the investor of the Euro zone.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able to

accept a certain volatility and the possibility of losing
a part of the invested amount.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended exclusively for retail
and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 11.01.2002.
Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): 08.06.2009.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
37,799,568.15.
No historical performance as of today for
FIDEURAM FUND - EQUITY EUROPE
GROWTH due to the recent changes.
Previous performances:

30.00%

FF 49. Europe listed energymaterials-utilities equity

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
-10.00%
-20.00%
-30.00%
-40.00%
-50.00%
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006

2007

2008

18.00%
17.09%

13.12%
14.01%

-42.11%
-43.66%

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 2%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - EQUITY EUROPE VALUE (“FF50”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of equity transferable securities listed on a stock exchange or
dealt in on an regulated market of an European
country.This Sub-Fund is characterized by a management method giving preference to the investment in companies, which are undervalued in respect to their theoretical value at long term. Such
valuation is expressed through the analysis of
figures of the balance sheet and the fundamental
ratios such as notably the “book value to price
ratio” and the “dividend yield”.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index "Morgan Stanley Capital International
Europe Value", valued in United States Dollars and
converted in EURO at the WM/Reuters rate.

Reference Currency
EURO

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended exclusively for retail
and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 11.01.2002.
Date of last modification (name/and or investment
policy): 08.06.2009.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
24,730,608.61.
No historical performance as of today for
FIDEURAM FUND - EQUITY EUROPE VALUE
due to the recent changes.
Previous performances:

30.00%

FF 50. Europe listed financials
equity

15.00%
0.00%
-15.00%
-30.00%

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out.This Sub-Fund has a high risk level.The risk
of stocks results essentially from the changes in
anticipation of benefits of issuers and the evolution
of the interest rates. Moreover, any investment
concentrated in a particular sector has a higher risk
and more volatility. An exchange risk exists for the
investor of the Euro zone.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.
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-45.00%
-60.00%
Perf. Part
Perf. Benchmark

2006

2007

2008

18.15%
19.78%

-13.09%
-15.58%

-58.06%
-60.01%

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 2%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2038 (“FF51”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2038.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2038.

Reference Currency
EURO

sively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 7 January 2008.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
114,781.15.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates,
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level.
The risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of the interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers
and the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclu-

25.00%

FF 51. ZERO COUPON 2038
20.39%

12.50%
0.00%

2006

2007

2008*

*as of 07.01.08

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2031 (“FF52”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2031.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2031.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date 04.03.2002.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level.
The risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of the interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers
and the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
5,222,809.99.
10.00%

FF 52. ZERO COUPON 2031

5.00%
0.00%

-7.48%

-10.11%

-3.04%

2006

2007

2008

-5.00%

-10.00%

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2032 (“FF53”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2032.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2032.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 04.03.2002.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level.
The risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of the interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers
and the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
5,375,050.99.
12.00%

FF 53. ZERO COUPON 2032

6.00%
0.00%

-7.92%

-10.72%

-1.44%

2006

2007

2008

-6.00%

-12.00%

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2033 (“FF54”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2033.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2033.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 24.01.2003.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level.
The risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of the interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers
and the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
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Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
6,025,327.04.
12.00%

FF 54. ZERO COUPON 2033

6.00%
0.00%

-7.54%

-11.02%

-2.53%

2006

2007

2008

-6.00%

-12.00%

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2034 (“FF55”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2034.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2034.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 07.01.2004.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level.
The risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of the interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers
and the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
3,700,944.07.
12.00%

FF 55. ZERO COUPON 2034

6.00%
0.00%

3.56%
-8.65%

-11.94%

2006

2007

-6.00%

-12.00%

2008

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - EUROPE LISTED INDUSTRIALS EQUITY (“FF56”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of equity transferable securities listed on a stock exchange or dealt
in on another regulated market of a Euro-pean State
and issued by companies operating in the industrial
sector. For example, these States are: Germany,
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Spain, Finland, France,
Greece, Ireland, Italy, Norway, Netherlands, Portugal,
United Kingdom, Sweden and Switzerland.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index "Morgan Stanley Capital International
Europe Industrials Index", valued in United States
Dollars and converted into EURO at the WM/Reuters rate.

Reference Currency
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ried out. This Sub-Fund has a high risk level. The
risk of stocks results essentially from the changes
in anticipation of benefits of issuers and the evolution of the interest rates. Moreover, any investment
concentrated in a particular sector has a higher
risk and more volatility.An exchange risk exists for
the investor of the Euro zone.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended exclusively for retail
and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year

EURO

This Sub-Fund is currently not open for subscription.

Risk Profile

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund

Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are car-

The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 2%.
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For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - EUROPE LISTED CONSUMER DISCRETIONARY EQUITY (“FF57”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of equity transferable securities listed on a stock exchange or
dealt in on another regulated market of a European State and issued by companies operating in
the sector of discretionary consumption. For
example, these States are: Germany, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Spain, Finland, France, Greece,
Ireland, Italy, Norway, Netherlands, Portugal, United
Kingdom, Sweden and Switzerland.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index "Morgan Stanley Capital International
Europe Consumer Discretionary Index", valued in
United States Dollars and converted into EURO at
the WM/Reuters rate.

Reference Currency

of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a high risk level. The
risk of stocks results essentially from the changes
in anticipation of benefits of issuers and the evolution of the interest rates. Moreover, any investment
concentrated in a particular sector has a higher
risk and more volatility.An exchange risk exists for
the investor of the Euro zone.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended exclusively for retail
and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year

EURO

This Sub-Fund is currently not open for subscription.

Risk Profile

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund

Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates
as well as in the economic and political conditions

The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 2%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - EUROPE LISTED CONSUMER STAPLES EQUITY (“FF58”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of equity transferable securities listed on a stock exchange or
dealt in on another regulated market of a
European State and issued by companies operating
in the primary necessity goods sector. For
example, these States are: Germany, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Spain, Finland, France, Greece,
Ireland, Italy, Norway, Netherlands, Portugal, United
Kingdom, Sweden and Switzerland.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index "Morgan Stanley Capital International
Europe Consumer Staples Index", valued in United
States Dollars and converted in EURO at the
WM/Reuters rate.

Reference Currency
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of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a high risk level. The
risk of stocks results essentially from the changes
in anticipation of benefits of issuers and the evolution of the interest rates. Moreover, any investment
concentrated in a particular sector has a higher
risk and more volatility.An exchange risk exists for
the investor of the Euro zone.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended exclusively for retail
and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year

EURO

This Sub-Fund is currently not open for subscription.

Risk Profile

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund

Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates
as well as in the economic and political conditions

The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 2%.
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For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - USA LISTED INDUSTRIALS EQUITY (“FF59”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of equity transferable securities listed in a stock exchange or
dealt in on another regulated market of the United
States of America and issued by companies operating in industrial sector.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index "Morgan Stanley Capital International USA
Industrials Index", valued in United States Dollars
and converted into EURO at the WM/Reuters rate.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange ratesas well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out.This Sub-Fund has a high risk level.The risk
of stocks results essentially from the changes in

anticipation of benefits of issuers and the evolution
of the interest rates. Moreover, any investment
concentrated in a particular sector has a higher risk
and more volatility. An exchange risk exists for the
investor of the Euro zone.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended exclusively for retail
and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
This Sub-Fund is currently not open for subscription.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 2%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - USA LISTED CONSUMER DISCRETIONARY EQUITY (“FF60”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of equity transferable securities listed on a stock exchange or
dealt in on another regulated market of the United
States of America and issued by companies in the
sector of discretionary consumption.
Moreover, the Sub-Fund may use financial derivative instruments not only for the purpose of risk
hedging and efficient management but also for
investment purposes.
The benchmark of the Sub-Fund consists of the
index "Morgan Stanley Capital International USA
Consumer Discretionary Index", valued in United
States Dollars and converted into EURO at the
WM/Reuters rate.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a high risk level. The
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risk of stocks results essentially from the changes
in anticipation of benefits of issuers and the evolution of the interest rates. Moreover, any investment
concentrated in a particular sector has a higher
risk and more volatility.An exchange risk exists for
the investor of the Euro zone.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments. The investor must be able
to accept a certain volatility and the possibility of
losing a part of the invested amount.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is intended exclusively for retail
and/or institutional investors.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
This Sub-Fund is currently not open for subscription.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 1/12th monthly of
the annual rate of 2%.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2035 (“FF61”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2035.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2035.

Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclusively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 08.01.2005.

Reference Currency
EURO

Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
4,163,665.40.

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level.
The risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of the interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers
and the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa

30.00%

FF 61. ZERO COUPON 2035
11.55%

15.00%
0.00%

-8.78%

-11.83%

2006

2007

-15.00%

2008

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2036 (“FF62”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt tranaferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2036.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2036.

Reference Currency

sively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 06.01.2006.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
1,838,248.26.

EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level.
The risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of the interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers
and the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclu-
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15.00%

FF 62. ZERO COUPON 2036
7.87%

7.50%
0.00%

-7.81%

-12.09%
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-7.50%

-15.00%

2008

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.

FIDEURAM FUND - ZERO COUPON 2037 (“FF63”)
(the "Sub-Fund")

Composition of the assets and investment
policy
The Sub-Fund consists essentially of debt transferable securities “zero coupon” with a residual
maturity date in 2037.
The selection criteria are characterized by a repayment guarantee of the invested capital in issues the
residual maturity date of which is in 2037.

Reference Currency
EURO

Risk Profile
Risk Profile of the Sub-Fund:
Any investment in transferable securities can be
favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in the
financial situation of the issuer, in the conditions of
financial markets, in the interest or exchange rates
as well as in the economic and political conditions
of the countries in which the investments are carried out. This Sub-Fund has a fairly high risk level.
The risk of bonds results notably from the evolution of the interest rates, the changes in anticipation concerning the probability of failure of issuers
and the maturity date of bonds.
Risk Profile of typical investor:
The Sub-Fund is suitable for investors who search
long-term investments.The investor seeks a relatively safe investment but understands that his
investment is not guaranteed against a possible
loss.

Investor’s profile
This Sub-Fund is exclusively intended for institutional investors which are companies of the Intesa
Sanpaolo group and which acquire the units exclu-

sively in their own name and for their own
account. Retail investors cannot subscribe these
Sub-Funds directly or indirectly at the aforesaid
companies.

Historical Performances of the Sub-Fund at
the end of the fiscal year
Launch Date: 08.01.2007.
Total of net assets at 31.12.2008 (in Euros):
611,602.44.
15.00%

FF 63. ZERO COUPON 2037

7.50%

2.43%
-10.88%

0.00%

-7.50%

-15.00%

2006

2007*

2008

* as of 12.01.07

The historical performances are not an indicator
for future performances. The value of an investment and its return may vary upwards and downwards without possibility to recover the invested
amount.The future returns depend on the success
of the Investment Manager in the implementation
of the investment policy of the Sub-Fund.

Structure of fees specific to the Sub-Fund
The management fee is equal to 0.5% per year.
For the other expenses, please refer to "General
Information Concerning the Fund" under the section “Charges and expenses borne by the Fund”.
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